1st prize - Minelab SDC 2300
Thanks to our major corporate sponsor Minelab, you have the chance
to win the legendary SDC 2300 – a serious machine for serious
prospectors. Find elusive sub-gram nuggets on land & underwater!

The SDC 2300 is very sensitive to small gold scattered in heavily mineralised
ground. This g old is often missed by prospectors with both VLF and PI detectors
because of the difficult ground conditions and fine gold size.
You can now detect the small gold missed in previously searched areas. These
small gold finds can lead the way to new patches and bigger gold deposits.

For more information on the Minelab SDC 2300 click here SDC-2300
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2nd prize - Minelab Vanquish
Again, thanks to our major corporate sponsor Minelab, you have the
chance to win Minelab’s brand model the VANQUISH.

Simple yet powerful, it’s perfect for anyone starting
out or stepping up their detecting game.
With ground-breaking Multi-IQ technology, multiple Find
Modes, lightweight collapsible design, and much
more this is the detector you’ve been waiting for.
For those with PI Gold detectors, who wish to venture
into coin, relic and jewellery hunting, the Minelab
Vanquish is a great second detector with an attractive
price.
For more information on the Minelab Vanquish click here Vanquish
Some YouTube video on recent finds with the

Minelab Vanquish can be found here:
Vanquish in the UK
Vanquish in the US
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Other prizes include:

CC Picks Ezy Dig

A Nugget Finder 17”x13” Evolution Coil

A Nugget Finder 12”x8” Evolution Coil
CC Picks Chipper
A DD Leather metal detector carry bag to suit your detector
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Coiltek Keyrings &

Coiltek Gold Centre
Stubby Holders

2 x 12 month Subscriptions
to the Australian Gold Gem &
Treasure magazine
A Go-Find 20 metal detector from
NAPFA

All NAPFA
memberships renewed
by 30th April 2020 will
go into the annual
NAPFA membership
draw.
Complete with carry bag

and Stubby Holders
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